
HOUSE IN PUERTO BANÚS
Puerto Banús

REF# R4665568 – 3.500.000 €

4

Beds

4

Baths

750 m²

Built

1300 m²

Plot

200 m²

Terrace

The exclusive family villa in classic Mediterranean style, built on a wonderful corner plot of 1300 m2, on the
second line of the beach, is located in the area of Las Mimosas, between Puerto Banús and San Pedro
surrounded by the best residential complexes in the area. , Ventura del Mar, Malibú or Guadalpín Banús.
The property was built in 2007, solid and with perfect distribution, with high quality finishes in wood, marble,
ceramic, clay, security enclosures, etc. combined with the rich decoration of the best classic style, thus
creating an elegant and warm atmosphere throughout the home. Distributed over three levels, on the main
floor we have the entrance hall, a hallway with access to the central patio with a fountain that leads to the
two main living rooms with direct access to the covered terrace. The large independent traditional-style
kitchen-dining room is fully equipped with great details and high-end appliances. On this same floor there
are also two en-suite bedrooms and a guest toilet. On the upper floor there are two en-suite bedrooms. The
main one is spectacular, with a dressing room and a large private terrace. The basement completes the
luxurious home where the garage with capacity for three or four cars, laundry, toilet, bathroom, game room
with billiards and machine room are distributed. The beautiful mature semi-tropical style garden is
completed by the large rectangular pool. It offers underfloor heating throughout the house and A/C hot and
cold.
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